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Abstract
Message passing neural network has been an effective
method to represent dependencies among nodes by propagating messages. However, most of message passing algorithms focus on one structure and messages are estimated
by one single approach. For real-world data, like facial
action units (AUs), the dependencies may vary in terms
of different expressions and individuals. In this paper, we
propose a novel hybrid message passing neural network
with performance-driven structures (HMP-PS), which combines complementary message passing methods and captures more possible structures in a Bayesian manner. Particularly, a performance-driven Monte Carlo Markov Chain
sampling method is proposed for generating high performance graph structures. Besides, hybrid message passing
is proposed to combine different types of messages, which
provide the complementary information. The contribution
of each type of message is adaptively adjusted along with
different inputs. The experiments on two widely used benchmark datasets, i.e., BP4D and DISFA, validate that our proposed method can achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

1. Introduction
Facial action units (AUs) detection is an essential technique to analyze human expressions in the field of artificial
intelligence. Ekman proposed Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [10] to model the relation between facial muscle movements, i.e., AUs, and facial expressions. Therefore, more studies estimate the human emotions and facial
behaviors via facial AU detection.
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [15, 27, 41, 26,
44] have been extensively applied to various classification
and regression tasks because of the powerful local feature
representation capabilities. However, for facial AU detection, the structural information and dependencies among

Figure 1. Some facial images and AU occurrences for happiness
expression. The AUs with blue nodes are common AU occurrences and the AUs with green nodes are different AU occurrences.
Even for the same expression, the AU occurrences and dependencies may be different. For example, AU6 (Cheek Raiser) occurs in
the first image and does not occur in the second image.

different AUs [17] should be taken into consideration during AU detection. CNN can not fully characterize the relationships among different AUs. Recently, graph neural
networks [13, 7, 9], also called message passing neural networks (MPNN), have been popular algorithm to characterize the objects and their dependencies. Recent studies
[23, 11] employ message passing neural networks to solve
facial AU related tasks.
Generally, previous studies [17, 38] utilized prior knowledge from FACS or training labels to define the graph
structure so as to represent the dependencies among AUs.
These common dependencies among AUs can provide useful structural information. However, one type of constant
relationship among AUs is not sufficient to fully characterize the sophisticated correlations among AUs. The dependencies among AUs may vary given different expressions.
Besides, individual difference is also a factor to induce different correlations among AUs. Even for the same expression, as shown in Figure 1, AU occurrences can be different. Therefore, different graph structures should be taken
into consideration for effectively capturing different types
of dependencies for AU detection.
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For the graph structure of MPNN, some studies focused
on gradient-based methods to learn the discrete structure
by bilevel training [12]. However, the gradient-based is
easy to fall into the local optimal solution. Another popular
graph structure learning strategy is sampling-based method.
Metropolis-Hasting Monte Carlo Markov Chain sampling
(MH-MCMC) [14] is commonly applied to structure learning in probabilistic graphical model, which can sample an
ensemble of graph structures with the goodness of fit to
data. To improve the effectiveness of message passing neural networks, more effective ways to generate graph structures from data are necessary to be exploited.
Although there are many different ways to define messages, most of message passing neural networks [13, 39]
propagate information by only providing one type of message. For facial AUs, some AUs are positively correlated,
like AU4 (brow lower) and AU7 (lid tightener), and some
AUs are negatively correlated, like AU12 (lip corner puller)
and AU15 (lip corner depressor). Apparently, traditional
message passing algorithms can not fully characterize these
different relationships among AUs. More message categories and more effective ways to combine different messages should be provided to represent diverse dependencies
and propagate the complementary information.
Based on aforementioned considerations, in this paper,
we propose a novel hybrid message passing neural network with performance-driven structures (HMP-PS) for facial AU detection, which generates the predictions by considering different graph structures in a Bayesian manner.
For the structure of MPNN, traditional MH-MCMC sampling draws the distribution of graph structure based on data
likelihood. Different from MH-MCMC, we focus on sampling graph structures based on their performances on facial
AU detection. Therefore, we propose performance-driven
Monte Carlo Markov Chain sampling (P-MCMC) to generate the graph structures with high performance. And then,
the graph structures with high performance can be used for
MPNN. Besides, we propose the hybrid message passing
to dynamically combine three types of messages such that
more complementary information can be dynamically propagated among different nodes.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We propose performance-driven Monte Carlo Markov
Chain sampling to generate high performance graph
structures.
• We propose the hybrid message passing to dynamically combine different types of messages to exploit
their complementary information.
• Our method achieves better performance than the
state-of-the-art methods on two widely used benchmark datasets, i.e., BP4D and DISFA.

2. Related Works
2.1. Facial Action Unit Detection
With high performance computing and large scale
datasets, CNN has shown great power in automatic facial
action unit detection by extracting effective appearance features [18, 27, 28, 19, 5]. As defined in FACS [10], there
are important dependencies among different AUs such that
more researches focus on incorporating the AU dependencies to CNN model for facial AU detection.
The semantic dependencies can be characterized by various approaches. Walecki et al. [36] employed a conditional
random field (CRF) model to exploit the relations among
different AUs. A combination between CRF and deep learning is applied and the parameters are learned jointly. Zhao
et al. [45] proposed a deep model to simultaneously capture
the salient regions and exploit the AU dependencies. The
improvement validates the effectiveness of encoding the AU
dependencies. Cui et al. [6] employed a Bayesian Network
to encode the relations between AU labels, which were applied to correct the noisy AU labels. Recently, more studies
employed graph neural network to capture the AU dependencies and provide a discriminative graph representation.
Li et al. [17] learned the graph based on FACS and incorporated the learned graph as prior information to graph neural
network for AU detection. Combined with prior knowledge,
graph neural network provides more effective way to capture the dependencies among AUs. Niu et al. [23] calculated the conditional probabilities of AU occurrences from
AU labels as the weighted adjacency matrix for graph convolution, which validated that the prior information about
AU dependency is helpful for semi-supervised AU detection. Most of these studies learn a constant graph to model
the relations among AUs and the individual and dynamic
dependencies among AUs are not addressed. In this paper,
we provide a more flexible and complementary way to represent the dynamic relations among AUs.

2.2. Message Passing Neural Network
Recently, message passing neural networks (MPNNs),
also called graph neural networks (GNNs), have been popular methods to characterize different objects and their relationships [39, 32, 33, 30, 29, 31]. Many researches work on
graph structure learning and the approach to calculate the
messages for improving the efficiency of MPNN.
For MPNNs, effective graph structure is essential to
propagate messages in right directions. Generally, there
are two strategies for structure learning. One is samplingbased method and another is gradient-based method. For
gradient-based method, the structure is discrete and not differentiable. Some studies [40, 22, 2] employed the GumbelSigmoid functions [16] to relax the discrete search to be
continuous such that the gradient back-propagate can be
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Figure 2. The architecture of hybrid message passing neural network with performance-driven structures for Facial AU detection. ResNet18
is the backbone network. A1 , ..., AK denote different graph structures generated by performance-driven MCMC sampling.

conducted. Although gradient-based method needs small
computational power, it tends to fall into local minimum
solution. More importantly, it produces only one structure, hence tends to overfit. Sampling-based methods are
generally used for Bayesian structure learning. Especially,
Metropolis-Hasting MCMC sampling is popular method
to estimate the posterior distribution of graph structure
[14, 34]. It produces an ensemble of graph structures and
can generalize better. However, most of these sampling
methods try to sample the structures based on data likelihood. For facial AU detection, a sampling method to improve the performance of MPNN should be taken into consideration.
The main idea of MPNN is to iteratively update the hidden state at each node by aggregating received messages.
Gilmer et al. [13] provided a review of some GNN variants and unified them into MPNN. Previous studies have
developed various methods to calculate messages and update the hidden state at each node. Duvenaud et al. [9]
proposed to separately sum over connected nodes and connected edges. However, it is problematic to identify correlations between node states and edge states. Li et al. [20]
proposed to aggregate neighbor nodes based on discrete adjacency matrix and update hidden state for each node by
Gated Recurrent Unit [3]. Battagelia et al. [1] employed
a neural network to calculate messages with the concatenation of node hidden states and edge hidden states as input. The update function is also a neural work that takes
hidden states and messages as input. Defferrard et al. [7]
employed the parameterized weights by the eigenvectors of
graph Laplacian L to calculate the messages. The sigmoid
activation function and the ReLU function were provided as
update functions. Most of these previous works employed
one type of message and the constant connections, which
can not reflect the sophisticated correlations among AUs in
real-world data. Li et al. [42] proposed a dynamic message
passing network that adaptively generates the weighted adjacency matrix for message passing. However, one type of
message is still limited to representing all useful information from neighbor nodes. To provide more effective way
to aggregate messages, we exploit more types of messages
and dynamically combine these messages.

3. Method
The overall architecture of the proposed method is presented in Figure 2. We use adjacency matrix A to represent the graph structure. Inspired by Bayesian inference,
deep features are learned by considering different possible dependencies among AUs in a Bayesian manner. Particularly, different structures are sampled via the proposed
performance-driven MCMC sampling approach, based on
which we perform the hybrid message passing. The final output is obtained through the integration over all the
sampled candidate structures. Our method is formulated as
Bayesian inference, i.e.,
Z
p(h|D) = p(h|A, D)p(A|D)dA
≈

K
X

p(h|Ak , D),

K
X

fHMP (D, Ak ),

Ak ∼ p(A|D)

(1)

k=1

=

k=1

where h is the output of our message passing method, i.e.,
node feature, D is the data, Ak is the k-th sample generated from p(A|D) and fHMP is the hybrid message passing.
More possible structures from the posterior distribution of
graph should be considered for message passing. Below, we
first introduce performance-driven MCMC sampling to generate structure samples, and then the hybrid message passing algorithm, i.e., fHMP , finally hybrid message passing
with performance-driven sampled structures.

3.1. Performance-Driven MCMC Sampling for Discrete Structure Learning
As shown in Eq.(1), we first need to obtain the posterior
distribution of graph such that multiple graph structures can
be considered. Directly estimating the posterior p(A|D) is
intractable and there is no analytic solution. For structure
learning, Metropolis Hasting Monte Carlo Markov Chain
sampling (MH-MCMC) [14] can be applied to sample an
ensemble of graph structures to approximate posterior distribution of graph structure, i.e., p(A|D). p(A|D) can be
represented as p(A|D) = p(D|A)p(A)
. Given an uniform
p(D)
prior p(A), p(A|D) is proportional to p(D|A), and thus
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Figure 3. The framework of performance-driven MCMC sampling
method to generate the graph structures.

thus structures can be samples based on data likelihood
p(D|A) to approximate p(A|D). The sampled structures
have high data likelihood and characterize the goodness of
fit to data.
We use adjacency matrix, i.e., A ∈ RN ×N to represent
graph structure. N is the number of nodes. If there is an
edge from node i to node j, Ai,j should be 1, otherwise 0.
A is symmetric for undirected graph and is asymmetric for
directed graph or directed acyclic graph. In MH-MCMC,
given current sample An , a proposal probability of An+1
is required for generating the next sample An+1 . and the
proposal probability is defined as
1
,
(2)
ppro (An+1 ) =
N (An )
in which N (An ) denotes the number of neighbor graph of
An . Particularly, the neighbor graph of An is obtained
by revising one edge of An , which means the neighbor
graph of An only contains one different edge compared to
An . Given the proposed graph sampled from the proposal
probability, the acceptance probability is defined to decide
whether to accept this new graph. The acceptance probability can be calculated by
pacc (An+1 ) = min{1,

p(D|An+1 ) ppro (An+1 )
·
}, (3)
p(D|An )
ppro (An )

in which p(D|An+1 ) is the likelihood of An+1 . Assuming
uniform p(A), the posterior p(A|D) is proportional to the
likelihood p(D|A) such that the sampled graphs can draw
the distribution of posterior p(A|D) based on the likelihood p(D|A). A new graph with higher data likelihood has
higher probability to be accepted.
For classification tasks, we want to sample the graph
structures with higher classification accuracy. Previous
MH-MCMC sampling is based on the likelihood of graph to
generate samples. We propose performance-driven MCMC
sampling method to conduct the sampling process based on
the performance of neural network such that we can ensure
the next sampled structure has high probability to outperform the current one. The accept probability is defined as
pacc (An+1 ) = min{1,

acc(An+1 , w) ppro (An+1 )
·
},
acc(An , w)
ppro (An )
(4)

in which acc(An+1 , w) is the classification accuracy of
neural network and w denotes the parameter of neural network. As shown in Figure 3, we can iteratively generate a group of graph structures, which draw the distribution of the performance of neural network. Multiple graph
structures with high classification performance can be selected and provide different types of dependencies among
nodes. For AU detection, we employ the F1 score to estimate the performance. The graph structures with top K
highest F1 score, i.e., {Ak }K
k=1 are used as the candidate
graph structures for MPNN such that more possible dependencies among nodes can be captured.

3.2. Hybrid Message Passing
In Eq.(1), we try to develop a more effective message
passing function to improve the performance. MPNN iteratively updates the node features by propagating information
between neighbor nodes, which provides the graph representation. Generally, given the node features, we can use
message functions and update functions to characterize the
message passing neural network as
 l
mi = F(hli , {hlj |j ∈ N (i)})
(5)
hl+1
= U (hli , mli ),
i
in which hli is the node feature for node i in the l-th layer,
mli denotes the total message that node i received, N (i) denotes the neighbor nodes of node i, F is the message function and U is the update function.
Although previous studies about MPNNs [13, 9, 1] proposed different methods to calculate messages, most of
them employ one type of message to propagate the information. For real-world data, it is not sufficient to consider
only one type of message. Especially for facial AUs, some
are positive related and some are negative related. Besides,
the individual differences may also induce the diversity of
AU dependencies. Therefore, it is necessary to combine
different types of messages and provide more complementary information for message passing. As shown in Figure
4, we propose the hybrid message passing (HMP) to dynamically combine different messages. If there is a pathway from node j to node i, given the node features (hidden
states), i.e., hi and hj ∈ R1×d , for node i and node j, we
define three types of messages as

ls
l
l

 mi,j = MLPs (hi + hj )
l
l
mlc
(6)
i,j = MLPc (cat[hi , hj ])

 mld = MLP (hl − hl ),
d i
j
i,j

in which mls denotes the summation message for the l-th
layer, mlc denotes the concatenation message and mld denotes the differential message. MLPs , MLPc and MLPd
are different Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) to estimate different messages. Different types of messages can reflect
different dependencies, which provide a potential way to
exploit more complementary information. Rather than providing equal or constant weights for different messages, we
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Figure 4. Left: Traditional message passing with one type of message. Right: Hybrid massage passing with three types of messages. Different colors of arrows denote different messages and
the thickness of arrow denotes the value of dynamic weight.

propose to generate the dynamic weights to adaptively select important messages and suppress the useless messages.
Inspired by attention mechanism [35, 37], for each pathway, we employ an additional branch to generate the dynamic weights to combine different messages. The dynamic
weights can be calculated by
plij = softmax(Cat[hli , hlj ]W + b),

j∈N (i)

=

ld
l
lc
l
plij1 mls
i,j + pij2 mi,j + pij3 mi,j ,

(8)

in which FHMP denotes the hybrid message function to calculate the combined message that node i received. The updated feature for node i can be represented as
(9)

in which ReLU is the update function and hl+1 is the updated feature for node i. After training, for different inputs,
i.e., the node features, the network will adaptively generate
different weights to select useful messages, which provides
an effective way to measure the dependencies among AUs.

3.3. Hybrid Message Passing with PerformanceDriven Structures
In Eq.(1), different hybrid message passing layers with
different structures are combined. Based on the structure samples from P-MCMC sampling and the hybrid message passing, we propose hybrid message passing with
performance-driven structures. The hybrid message passing layer with one graph structure can be expressed as
hl+1
= fHMP (hli , {hlj |j ∈ N (i)}, A),
i

(11)

in which P ∈ Rd×1 , B ∈ RN ×1 and Q ∈ RN ×K are the
parameters of neural network. τ l ∈ RK is the weights in
the l-th layer for different graph structures.
Specifically, the updated feature of our hybrid message
passing with performance-driven structures (HMP-PS) for
node i can be represented as
hl+1
=
i

K
X

τkl fHMP (hli , {hlj |j ∈ N (i)}, Ak ),

(12)

k=1

in which τkl is the k-th element of τ l . The updated node
feature is the linear combination of multiple hybrid message
passing layers with different graph structures by a group of
dynamic weights. For different input data, adaptive branch
adaptively generates the weights to select graph structures.

3.4. Loss Function

j∈N (i)

hl+1
= U (hli , mli ) = ReLU(mli ),
i

τ l = softmax((Hl P + B)Q),

(7)

in which plij ∈ R1×3 is a vector to represent the weights for
three types of messages. W ∈ R2d×3 and b ∈ R1×3 are
parameters of this additional branch. The total message that
node i received can be expressed as
X
mli,j
mli = FHMP (hli , {hlj |j ∈ N (i)}) =
X

dependencies, we propose to combine different graph structures. Rather than providing equal weights, we provide the
dynamic weights to measure the contributions of different
graph structures. We use Hl = [hl1 ; ...; hlN ] ∈ RN ×d to define the features of all nodes for the l-th layer. Let N be the
number of nodes and d is the dimension of node feature. As
shown in Figure 2, we use an adaptive branch to generate
the weights for different graph structures:

(10)

where fHMP is the hybrid message passing layer (HMP) with
one sampled structure A to update the feature for node i.
The proposed P-MCMC sampling can generate the structures with high performance. These graph structures represent different dependencies among AUs. To utilize these

As shown in Figure 2, we employ ResNet18 [15] as the
backbone network to extract disentangled features for different AUs, which is similar with [23] (more details about
AU feature generation are in supplemental material). After we obtain the disentangled features for different AUs,
we employ two HMP-PS layers to extract more discriminative features. For each AU, one fully connected layer is
provided to reduce the feature dimension and one softmax
layer is employed to output probability of AU occurrences.
The total loss can be written as
N
X
[yc log(p(yc )) + (1 − yc )log(1 − p(yc ))], (13)
L=
c=1

in which L is total loss and yc is ground truth of the c-th AU.
p(yc ) is predicted probability for the c-th AU occurrence.

4. Experiments
4.1. Setting
Datasets: In this paper, we evaluate our algorithm in
two widely used benchmark datasets, i.e., BP4D [43] and
DISFA [21]. BP4D is a spontaneous facial AU dataset that
includes 41 subjects with 18 male and 23 females. There are
8 sessions for each subject such that this dataset contains total 328 videos for 41 subjects. Specifically, about 140,000
frames are annotated with AU labels. 12 AUs are used
for evaluation with the subject-exclusive three-fold crossvalidation experiment protocol, which is consistent with
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Table 1. The F1 score (in %) for the recognition of 12 AUs reported by the proposed HMP-PS and the state-of-the-art methods on the BP4D
dataset. The best results are indicated using bold.

Methods
DRML [45]
ROI [18]
DSIN [4]
MLCR [23]
JAA-Net [26]
ARL [27]
CMS [25]
SRERL [17]
LP-Net [24]
HMP-PS

AU1
36.4
36.2
51.7
42.4
47.2
45.8
49.1
46.9
43.4
53.1

AU2
41.8
31.6
40.4
36.9
44.0
39.8
44.1
45.3
38.0
46.1

AU4
43.0
43.4
56.0
48.1
54.9
55.1
50.3
55.6
54.2
56.0

AU6
55.0
77.1
76.1
77.5
77.5
75.7
79.2
77.1
77.1
76.5

AU7 AU10 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AU23 AU24 Avg
67.0 66.3
65.8
54.1
33.2
48.0
31.7
30.0 48.3
73.7 85.0
87.0
62.6
45.7
58.0
38.3
37.4 56.4
73.5 79.9
85.4
62.7
37.3
62.9
38.8
41.6 58.9
77.6 83.6
85.8
61.0
43.7
63.2
42.1
55.6 59.8
74.6 84.0
86.5
61.9
43.6
60.3
42.7
41.9 60.0
77.2 82.3
86.6
58.8
47.6
62.1
47.4
55.4 61.1
74.7 80.9
88.3
63.9
44.4
60.3
41.4
51.2 60.6
78.4 83.5
87.6
60.6
52.2
63.9
47.1
53.3 62.9
76.7 83.8
87.2
63.3
45.3
60.5
48.1
54.2 61.0
76.9 82.1
86.4
64.8
51.5
63.0
49.9
54.5 63.4

Table 2. The F1 score (in %) for the recognition of 8 AUs reported by our HMP-PS and the state-of-the-art methods on the DISFA dataset.

Methods
DRML [45]
ROI [18]
DSIN [4]
JAA-Net [26]
ARL [27]
CMS [25]
SRERL [17]
LP-Net [24]
HMP-PS

AU1
17.3
41.5
42.4
43.7
43.9
40.2
45.7
29.9
38.0

AU2
17.7
26.4
39.0
46.2
42.1
44.3
47.8
24.7
45.9

AU4
37.4
66.4
68.4
56.0
63.6
53.2
59.6
72.7
65.2

AU6
29.0
50.7
28.6
41.4
41.8
57.1
47.1
46.8
50.9

previous works [17, 26]. DISFA is also a spontaneous facial AU datasets with AU intensity labels. The facial images
with AU intensities equal or greater than 2 are considered as
the occurrence of AU. 27 videos are recorded from 12 females and 15 males and each video contains 4,845 images.
In this paper, we conduct subject-exclusive three-fold crossvalidation experiment protocol to evaluate our method and
8 AUs are provided for this experiment, which follows the
same setting with previous studies [17, 26].
Evaluation Metrics: F1 score is provided to evaluate our
algorithm. F1 score is often applied to binary classification
with imbalanced data. Given the precision p and the recall
p·r
. The F1 score of the
r, F1 score is calculated by F1 = 2 p+r
positive class is provided for AU detection.
Implementation Details: During the node feature extraction for AUs, we employed ResNet18 [15] model pretrained on ImageNet [8] as the initial model. And then, we
use the training data to train ResNet18 to extract the AU
features. For each facial image, we cropped the face region
and resized the cropped image into 256×256. And then,
these facial images are randomly cropped to 224×224 and
the random horizontal flipping is also used for data augmentation. The dimension of each AU feature, i.e., d is set to
512. The learning rate is 0.001 and the batch size is 64.
For P-MCMC sampling, the architecture of the neural
network is: Backbone − HMP − HMP − FC − Softmax,
in which we employ two hybrid message passing layers
to test the performance, i.e., the averaged F1 score. The

AU9
10.7
8.5
46.8
44.7
40.0
50.3
45.6
49.6
50.8

AU12
37.7
89.3
70.8
69.6
76.2
73.5
73.5
72.9
76.0

AU25
38.5
88.9
90.4
88.3
95.2
81.1
84.3
93.8
93.3

AU26
20.1
15.6
42.2
58.4
66.8
59.7
43.6
65.0
67.6

Avg
21.8
48.5
53.6
56.0
58.7
57.4
55.9
56.9
61.0

graph structure is directed graph. 100 graph structures are
accepted and we select the graph structures with the top5 highest F1 scores as the candidate graph structures for
HMP-PS. The learning rate to train the neural network is
set to 0.001 and the batch size is set to 64.
For our HMP-PS, the architecture of neural network is:
Backbone − HMP-PS − HMP-PS − FC − Softmax , in
which employ two HMP-PS layers to predict the AU occurrence. The dimension of each type of message is set to 512
and the learning rate is set to 0.001. The batch size is set to
64. All the experiments are implemented with PyTorch on
a GeForce RTX 2080 GPU.

4.2. Compared with the State-of-the-art Methods
We compare our HMP-PS algorithm with the state-ofthe-art methods under the same subject-exclusive three-fold
cross-validation experiment protocol on BP4D and DISFA.
DRML [45], ROI [18], DSIN [4], MLCR [23], JAA-Net
[26], ARL [27], CMS [25], SRERL [17] and LP-Net [24]
are provided for comparison. Specifically, we focus on
frame-based AU detection in this paper such that ROILSTM [18] and STRAL [28] are not presented as comparison. To provide a fair comparison, we directly use the results of DRML, ROI, DSIN, JAA-Net, ARL, CMS, SRERL
and LP-Net reported in [45, 18, 4, 23, 26, 27, 25, 17, 24].
Table 1 provides the results of various state-of-the-art
methods on BP4D. Specifically, all the comparison methods
are based on deep models, which have good feature representation capabilities. However, our HMP-PS still achieves
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Table 3. The F1 score (in %) of ablation experiments for the recognition of 12 AUs on the BP4D database reported by hybrid message
passing neural networks with different types of graph structures. ’w/o’ denotes ’without’.

Methods
HMP-PS (w/o graph)
HMP-PS (with full connected graph)
HMP-PS (with prior graph)
HMP-PS (with gradient-based graph)
HMP-PS

AU1
54.1
48.6
53.5
52.8
53.1

AU2
45.6
41.4
46.2
46.2
46.1

AU4
54.1
54.1
53.5
54.0
56.0

AU6
74.4
72.4
75.7
75.7
76.5

Table 4. AU correlations from anatomy defined in FCAS[10].

AU correlation
positive
negative

AUs
(1,2), (4,7), (4,9), (6,12),
(9,17), (15,24), (17,24), (23,24)
(2,6), (2,7), (12,15), (12,17)

the highest averaged F1 score, i.e., 63.4, and outperforms
other state-of-the-art approaches. SRERL and MLCR exploited the semantic dependencies among AUs to enhance
the deep neural networks. Both SRERL and LP-Net utilized
additional landmark labels. Our HMP-PS still achieves better results, which indicates that our method is more effective to characterize the sophisticated dependencies among
AUs. Both JAA-Net and ARL employed attention mechanism to find the regions of interest and we also utilize attention mechanism to select useful messages, which also
validates the effectiveness of our algorithm to dynamically
combine different messages. Our method performs well on
hard AUs, like AU1, AU2 and AU23, which have lower F1
scores compared with other AUs. All the results on BP4D
can validate the effectiveness of the proposed HMP-PS.
Table 2 provides the results of HMP-PS and the stateof-the-art methods on DISFA. HMP-PS also achieves best
performance with averaged F1 score, i.e., 61.0, which outperforms much better than SRERL by 5.1. All these results show the effectiveness of our method. The proposed
P-MCMC sampling can generate multiple effective graph
structures, which tend to have high performance. We consider more possible graph structures to represent dependencies among AUs and hybrid message passing provides more
effective way to propagate the complementary information.

4.3. Ablation Study
To investigate the effectiveness of each part in our HMPPS, we provide ablation study for further analysis.
Multiple Sampled Graph Structures: In our HMP-PS
model, as shown in Figure 4, multiple hybrid message passing layers with different graph structures are combined to
capture the dependencies among AUs. To validate the effectiveness of different graph structures generated by proposed
P-MCMC sampling, we provide the results of ablation experiments with different types of graph in Table 3. First, we
provide the results of baseline methods, i.e, HMP-PS(w/o
graph) and HMP-PS (with full connected graph). Further,
we use the prior knowledge in Table 4 defined in FACS [10]

AU7
74.3
72.8
74.4
75.0
76.9

AU10
81.6
79.5
82.7
82.6
82.1

AU12
85.7
84.3
86.0
86.4
86.4

AU14
57.1
60.8
61.7
62.2
64.8

AU15
47.2
42.4
49.8
49.0
51.5

AU17
57.1
58.2
59.8
59.7
63.0

AU23
42.8
40.1
43.6
46.8
49.9

AU24
41.5
48.9
49.0
50.5
54.5

Avg
59.6
58.6
61.3
61.7
63.4

to construct the graph structure of our model, i.e., HMPPS (with prior graph). We can see the graph structure will
directly affect the performance of our model on AU detection. Particularly, we provide the result of gradient-based
method, i.e, HMP-PS (with gradient-based graph). The
Gumbel-Sigmoid function [2] is employed to generate the
discrete graph structure. Finally, we provide the result of
HMP-PS. The performance of HMP-PS achieves significant improvement compared with other baseline methods,
which validates the effectiveness of our P-MCMC sampling
method to generate the graph structures and the advantage
of multiple graph structures combination.
Table 5. The F1 score (in %) of ablation experiments on BP4D
and DISFA reported by HMP-PS with different types of dynamic
weights, i.e., τ and p.

Methods
BP4D DISFA
HMP-PS (w/o both weights)
60.8
59.0
60.4
HMP-PS (w/o dynamic weights τ ) 62.5
59.7
HMP-PS (w/o dynamic weights p) 61.0
HMP-PS
63.4
61.0
Dynamic Weights for Multiple Graph Structures: In our
HMP-PS model, multiple hybrid message passing networks
with different graph structures are combined by dynamic
weights τ . To validate the effectiveness of dynamic weights
τ , we compare our HMP-PS with HMP-PS (w/o dynamic
weights τ ) in Table 5 on both BP4D and DISFA. The dynamic weights τ are helpful to improve the performance of
our model and provide an effective way to combine the node
features generated from different graph structures.
Dynamic Weights for Different Messages: For our HMPPS, we dynamically combine different types of messages by
using dynamic weights p. We also compare HMP-PS with
HMP-PS (w/o dynamic weights p) in Table 5. The results
indicate that dynamic weights p can significantly improve
the performance of our model on AU detection. Besides,
we also employ HMP-PS without both τ and p as a baseline
method, which validates the effectiveness of τ and p.
Hybrid Messages: In our HMP-PS model, we employ
three types of general approaches to estimate the messages,
i.e., summation message, differential message and concatenation message. To estimate the effectiveness of our hybrid
message passing, we show the results with only one type of
message respectively, i.e., HMP-PS (with hi + hj ), HMPPS (with hi − hj ) and HMP-PS (with cat[hi , hj ]), as the
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Table 6. The F1 score (in %) of ablation experiments on BP4D and
DISFA reported by HMP-PS with different types of messages.

Methods
BP4D DISFA
HMP-PS (with hi + hj )
61.6
58.4
51.5
46.1
HMP-PS (with hi − hj )
58.9
HMP-PS (with cat[hi , hj ]) 62.3
62.7
60.4
HMP-PS (w/o hi − hj )
HMP-PS (hybrid features) 63.4
61.0
baseline methods in Table 6. Our HMP-PS achieves better performance than that with only one type of message,
which indicates that combining different types of messages
to propagate the hybrid information is helpful for the inference. Especially, the differential feature has the lowest F1
score on both BP4D and DISFA. We remove the differential feature from the HMP-PS, i.e., HMP-PS (w/o hi − hj ).
HMP-PS outperforms HMP-PS (w/o hi − hj ), which indicates that the differential message also contains useful information. The combination of different types of messages
are necessary to improve the generalization capabilities of
message passing neural networks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a): The F1 scores of HMP-PS with different message dimensions on BP4D. (b): The F1 scores of HMP-PS with different
message dimensions on DISFA.

4.4. Influence of Message Dimension
To investigate the influence of message dimension, we
show the F1 scores with different message dimensions in
Figure 5. Overall, different message dimensions will generate small influence on the result. However, proper message
dimension is still helpful to achieve better performance. On
both BP4D and DISFA, we achieve the best results when
message dimension is set to 512. Small message dimension
or large message dimension will have lower F1 scores.
Table 7. Training time for one epoch and inference time for all test
data on BP4D.

Methods
MLCR[23]
HMP-PS

Training
531s
685s

Inference
77s
31s

4.5. Complexity analysis
The MCMC smapling is time-consuming, but can be
done off-line. Once MCMC is done, the training time and
inference time are not time consuming. In Table 7, we
show training and inference time of HMP-PS and LP-Net on
BP4D with a GeForce RTX 2080ti GPU. Our training time
is slightly longer than a graph-based method, i.e., MLCR
but the inference is much faster.

Figure 6. The visualized examples about the changes of dynamic
weights p in terms of different AU occurrences. The left two images show the weights of the link from AU6 to AU12. The right
two images show the weights of the link from AU23 to AU24.
‘Diff’ denotes the dynamic weight of differential message. ‘Sum’
denotes the dynamic weight of summation message. ‘Cat’ denotes
the dynamic weight of concatenation message. The AUs with red
color mean that these AUs occur and the AUs with green color
mean that these AUs don’t occur.

4.6. Visualization Analysis
To show the process that the hybrid message passing dynamically selects different messages, we visualize some examples in Figure 6. By comparing the first and the second images, we can see that the differential message will
have larger weight if AU6 and AU12 occur. If both AU6
and AU12 don’t occur, the concatenation message will have
larger weight. As shown in the third and the fourth images,
we have the similar conclusion. The weight for the differential messages is 0.177 when AU23 and AU24 don’t appear.
If AU23 and AU24 appear, the weights for the differential
message will increase to 0.307 and the weights for concatenation message will decrease from 0.505 to 0.344. These
examples indicate that our hybrid message passing neural
network will adaptively select different messages based on
different input data, which provide an effective way to characterize the dependencies among AUs.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on the graph structure learning
and message propagation. First, we propose performancedriven MCMC sampling to generate multiple graph structures with high performance on AU detection. Second,
we propose the hybrid message passing so as to propagate
more complementary information. And then, we propose a
novel framework (HMP-PS) for AU detection, which exploits more possible dynamic dependencies and achieves
the state-of-the-art performance on two widely used AU detection databases. In the future, more effective ways inspired by belief propagation to extract the message can be
applied to message passing neural networks.
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